1. Introduction
This document provides a heuristic evaluation of the blogging service (online free hosted service)
Wordpress.com.

2. Hueristic Evaluation

SECTION 1 – Heuristic Evaluation Details
Site name

Wordpress.com

Name

Thames Valley University MSc Computing
Interaction Design, Dissertation

Home page URL

Kathy Cook
http://www.wordpress.com

Expert’s evaluation details (provided by Kathy Cook)
Usability Consultant

Kathy Cook

Name and ID

Kathycook73@hotmail.co.uk

Date and time of heuristic
usability evaluation

May 17th 2010

Location of heuristic usability
evaluation

Reading, UK.

Browser(s) used

Internet Explorer 8
Google Chrome 4.1.249.1064 (45376)
Mozilla Firefox 3.6.3
Safari 4.0.5

Additional comments relating
to usability test

This is a heuristic evaluation of the Blogware Wordpress.com
located at www.wordpress.com
Main user persona, goals and tasks are attached separately.
Prioritised usability goals for blogware:

•

Utility - high

•

Effective - high

•

Safe - high

•

Learnability - medium

•

Memorability – medium

•

Efficient – medium

Prioritised User experience goals:
High

•

Enjoyable: pleasurable, entertaining, fun, emotionally
fulfilling, satisfying, rewarding, desirable, Motivating:
engaging, exciting, aesthetically pleasing, useful, valuable,
Helpful: supports creativity, enhances sociability

Medium

•

Usable: accessible, findable, credible, proactive

Low

•

Challenging: surprising, cognitively stimulating

Prioritised usability principles:
Tolerance

High

Visibility

High

Feedback

High

Constraints

Low

Consistency

High

Affordance

Medium

SECTION 2 - Heuristics
Category A
Provide an effective home page
A

Provide an effective home page

A1

A1 Ensure intuitive access to main user tasks
Grade
0 usability catastrophe
1 serious usability flaws
2 significant issues
3 minor concerns

9

Overview of heuristic
a) Home page should offer intuitive access to the key
tasks.
b) Appropriate metaphor for navigation from the home
page

4 generally usable

c) Clear cue-card or tab metaphor can prove to be
usable

5 exemplar for usability

d) Image map acceptable? clickable regions clear
e) Terminology relate to user tasks not marketing
speak.

Evidence and comment:
New bloggers

The homepage is the public homepage.
Usability successes

•

Key task for new bloggers: Create blog, or find out more information about
wordpress.com to decide whether to use it or not.

•

The orange ‘sign up now’ button is large and effective and stands out very well on the
screen:

•

Wordpress.com does offer very intuitive access to this key task with quite a large ‘sign up
now’ button on the public homepage and clear links to find out more information.

•

The public home page is very effective and has good utility as it offers very intuitive
access to the key tasks, the metaphor for the navigation from the public homepage is a large
button which is very effective, the image map is clear and the clickable regions are clear, the big
buttons or links:

•

The utility is excellent as the terminology relates very specifically to user tasks,
representations of information are perceptible and recognisable, text is highly legible and
distinguishable to allow someone to read it, font sizes are large and the structure and layout are
simple so as not to overload users’ memories with complicated procedures to do tasks.

•
The efficiency, learnability and memorability of the homepage will also be excellent as the
interface relies on recognition rather than recall with menus and consistently placed objects, text
is kept to a minimum and functions are simple and memorable to support rapid decisionmaking.
•

The use of the words ‘express yourself’ link directly to user’s primary motivation and ‘start
a blog’ links directly to their key goal.

•

The homepage is very effective at supporting the key tasks and goals to create a blog
and sign-in or find out more about Wordpress.com.

•
•

There is a lot of information about example blogs to inspire and create ideas.

The homepage provides the right functionality to support users with their goals and tasks
to create a blog, sign-in, or find out more about Wordpress.com.

•

This homepage will make users feel they have very good control and freedom,
successfully meeting safety goals. This is because this homepage will work very successful to
encourage exploration through having multiple means of accessing pages, multiple access
points will mean the user will avoid fear ‘getting lost’ and feel in control, the homepage does
provide multiple alternative means of accessing the same pages of information through links in
the main body of the page vs. Main navigation.

•
•

There is search to support exploration and learnability.

There is a tertiary navigation on the homepage to information to help users get started
and explore what Wordpress.com contains and this is quite visible:

•

An example of multiple access points on the homepage, this page is accessed from all
the highlighted links on the homepage:

•

The public homepage is excellent at meeting User Experience goals with a rich user
experience which is engaging, exciting and motivating – the Press This gallery of best example
blogs motivates users, inspires creativity, and information around the sides and bottom
promoting the features which will meet users’ goals. This is an exemplary homepage for
meeting user experience goals.

•

‘Learn more’ supports learnability where they can find out about the main features of
Wordpress.com. This is good, encourages exploration, discovery and learning. This will also
support a positive user experience.

•

When you choose to sign up for a new blog from the homepage it is clear how to do this
but the process could more efficient with 7 steps/ screens to get the user to a homepage for
signed-up logged in users.

•

Step 1 –

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Step 5

Step 6

Step 7 – Signed-in users’ homepage.

Usability issues
Safety
•

Users who click on the links on the Press homepage of featured blogs are taken
to the blog homepages and the user can only get back to the Wordpress.com homepage
by clicking the back button on the browser, they have left the wordpress.com site. This
may be very confusing for new visitors.

•
•

There is no site map. This will impact on learnability.
It is not clear enough from the public homepage how many steps they will have
to go through or how simple this will be, to guide users through ‘sign-up’ to create a blog.
When the user starts this process this remains unclear and could be made more visible
with a breadcrumb trail or secondary navigation. This will impact on efficiency and safety.

Existing bloggers
Once you have done the initial steps to create a blog you are taken to a Dashboard homepage,
same in principle as Blogger but this has an immediate level of navigation on the left-hand-side
of the Dashboard homepage as well as a level of navigation across the top.
The Wordpress.com signed-in homepage is extremely effective at supporting users’ primary
goals.

Usability successes

•

Key task for existing Wordpress.com bloggers are sign-in, write and publish posts and
change settings.

•

The public homepage has quite good effectiveness, efficiency and utility to enable the
core task of sign-in, the sign-in box is the top left of the screen, which according to eye-tracking
studies is a place where all users will naturally look in the Western hemisphere, although this
may have issues for Internationalisation:

•

There is a very clear login screen, but this is not available from the homepage,
this is only visible when the user initially is creating their account, or when they
log-out of Wordpress.com, the user would have to save this to their Favourites in
their browser to keep using this:

•

The public homepage provides intuitive access to the key task of signing-in to
Wordpress.com. It is quite easy to see how to login from the homepage. Users do not need to

“think” on how to login, so long as they see the login box at the top. Users have come
to expect login at the top of rich internet applications, so this is consistent with
standards. There is a very clear login field/button and very clear call to action button to
‘log in’ which has clear affordance to be clicked. The homepage is efficient as the log-in
box is at the top left of the screen, so the user will quite quickly find this, and be able to
use it very quickly, completing this task very quickly. This will also be learnable and so
long as they find it, once they have it will be easy to remember how to use.

Once signed-in, the homepage for existing users is the Dashboard where they manage their blog.

•

The main user tasks are supported by the navigation at the top which just separate out
‘my dashboard’ and ‘my account’, ‘new post’ and ‘blog info’ for managing a variety of settings.

•
•

The navigation down the left-hand side supports all main and sub-tasks.

Creating a new post is very, very efficient due to the ‘quick press’ feature in the middletop right of the screen, so the user will be able to see and start this task immediately. They can
write a post here without having to go anywhere else. This is extremely efficient.

•

The utility on this screen is good as the image map is clear and the clickable regions are

clear.

•

The right information is presented at the right time as the terminology relates very
specifically to user tasks.

•

The word ‘Dashboard’ could be confusing for new users who don’t equate this with being
this screen and their homepage when they are signed-in. This will be more confusing for users
who are new to blogging.

•

This is very efficient as it pushes key information to the user to view at-a-glance without
having to go anywhere else or do anything – they can scan the screen to be reminded of recent
draft posts which are unpublished, recent comments, stats, your recent activity, and links to
other blogging activity by other bloggers.

•

Other reasons for this homepage being efficient, effective with good utility are text is kept
to a minimum, the page feels simple and Functions are simple and memorable to support rapid
decision-making, representations of information are perceptible and recognisable.

•

The Dashboard homepage is very efficient at supporting the key tasks: write post, edit
posts, manage layout/ design and blog settings.

•

The Dashboard homepage is very effective at supporting the users with the key goals to
create a blog, view their blog as readers would see it, express themselves by writing, managing,
editing and deleting posts, and manage blog settings and profile and their personal account
information.

•

The homepage is very effective at showing users where they can express themselves
through the design of their blog, find tools to help increase readers/ views, manage comments
and feedback, permissions, what additional features and functionality I can add to my blog to
enhance it and encourage reader interaction, and to understand what stats/ readership they

have had on their blog. These tasks are supported by the main left-hand navigation and
inclusion of at-a-glance ‘comments’ in the main body of the screen.

•

The homepage has excellent utility to support core tasks as it has all of the right
functionality to support users with their goals and tasks around to create a blog, view their blog
as readers would see it, express themselves by writing, managing, editing and deleting posts,
and manage blog settings and profile and their personal account information. It includes buttons
and links to enable these tasks to be done.

•

Learnability and memorability will both be excellent as Text is very legible and
distinguishable to allow someone to read it, font sizes are legible and the structure and layout
are simple enough so as not to overload users’ memories with complicated procedures to do
tasks. This is also because the interface relies on recognition rather than recall with menus and
consistently placed objects.

•

The Dashboard meets usability best practice principles very well, with good Tolerance

of users’ errors and actions, excellent Feedback on users’ actions, good consistency and
affordability (functions do what the user would think they’d do).

•

The utility of the Dashboard homepage is excellent as it provides the right functionality at
the right time which users would expect from a dashboard for monitoring their blog performance
– stats, usage, numbers of users, number of views, where users are coming from, referring
URLs etc are not shown. There is a lot of statistical analysis provided but at this homepage level
there is sufficient ‘at-a-glance’ for users and from here they can navigate to the more detailed
statistical information.

•

The utility of the Dashboard homepage is also excellent as it helps the user to enhance their

sociability through blogging – clear view of comments, links, and ‘tools’,

•
The main navigation is visible from the Dashboard homepage and sight of it will
encourage learnability and exploration and will support safety, efficiency and effectiveness. This
navigation is excellent.

•

The core tasks they want to do blogging in a main persistent navigation from the
Dashboard will encourage exploration, learnability.

•

Core tasks are also supported by multiple means of access. The utility and learnability is
excellent due to this navigation and multiple links. Safety will be very high as users have
multiple access points to tasks and the main persistent navigation to avoid the fear of ‘getting
lost’ and feeling in control. Creating a new post is the prime task of a blogger, and this is
supported through 5 ways from this homepage:

Comments is another good example where the user is supported by multiple access points and
utility within the dashboard screen:

This is also supported by the main top-level navigation:

•
There is a lot of information on the Dashboard for users to explore to inspire ideas and
creativity to help them improve their blogging. To make Wordpress.com enjoyable, pleasurable,
entertaining, fun, emotionally fulfilling, satisfying, rewarding, desirable, motivating, engaging,
exciting, and supporting users’ creativity there is a lot of information in the Dashboard to help
users.
•
Learnability will be improved by the fact that there is a great deal of additional information
for users to explore to help them discover how to be better bloggers.

Usability issues – areas for improvement
•

The visibility of the login box could be a lot clearer:

•

Once users have logged in it is not very visible to log out as the link is the far left,
not the right where they had logged-in:

•

New users who are new to blogging or just new to Wordpress.com may find this
dashboard overwhelming with information overload. However by pushing all the
functionality and information up to this level this will aid learnability and exploration of the
site, the content and available functionality is made more visible, and having features like
persistent navigation and multiple links will support users to feel confident and safe. The
high level of visibility and consistency within the design will also support memorability so
when they have had a look around they will easily remember where things are and how
to do things. For new starters support is provided with excellent online help which starts
with getting started’. This help is available through the main top level navigation, however
contextual help would help.

A

Provide an effective home page

A2

Ensure visual elements do not compromise usability

9

9

Grade

Overview of heuristic

0 usability catastrophe

a) Appropriate mix of visual attractors and distractors

1 serious usability flaws

b) Key user tasks are not compromised

2 significant issues

c) Visual presentation should focus on the message

3 minor concerns

d) Consider home page composition - crucial areas

4 generally usable

e) Images / graphic simple, uncluttered not overused

5 exemplar for usability

f)

Evidence and comment:
Public homepage
Usability successes

Use of animation – distracting?

Good Efficiency and Effectiveness, learnability and memorability:

•
•

The design of Wordpress.com can be considered rich.

The colour scheme is uncomplicated, focusing on grey, blue for ‘information to consider’
and orange for clear calls to action.

•
•

The fonts are generally easy to read.

Icons are used and might cause some confusion but in most places are accompanied by
text, and where they are not hover-overs explain in text. In the main left-hand navigation you
can close the navigation to only have icons once you have learned what they mean.

•

The homepage provides an appropriate mix of visual attractors and distractors and key
user tasks are not compromised by visual elements.

•

The visual elements of the homepage are not about ‘Wordpress.com’ they are blogs
created by Wordpress.com bloggers, reinforcing the benefits of the product.

•

The visual elements contribute to the rich design – the blogs created by Wordpress.com
are the heroes of the visual design – anything ‘Wordpress.com’ is muted in comparison.

•
•

Visual presentation focuses on the message – blogging.

Home page composition focuses on promoting Wordpress.com blogs. It is a homepage
of Wordpress.com blog homepages. This is motivating for Wordpress.com bloggers who aspire
to get their homepage on this gallery which changes at least once a week.

•
•
•
•

Images and graphics are very simple, uncluttered and are not overused.
There is no animation to distract.
Text is legible and distinguishable to allow someone to read it.

Text is kept to a minimum; the main features of the homepage are images from
Wordpress.com bloggers’ blogs.

•

It acts as an extremely effective showcase for Wordpress.com and will grab the interest
and attention of first-time visitors.

•

Overall this means the visual design of Wordpress.com focuses users on their key tasks
and goals and only adds colour e.g. orange or blue, to highlight information users may want to
consider or to support a call to action, which will make the homepage even more efficient and
effective. The visual design does not in any way get in the way of the utility of the Homepage.

Usability issues

•

The homepage is quite crowded due to all the content and may overload users’ thought
processes.

•

Because the homepage is full of the ‘blog gallery’ this detracts from primary tasks of
users to login or start a new blog.

Dashboard homepage for signed-in users
Usability successes

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Visual presentation does focus on the message of this being a dashboard.
Images and graphics are very simple, uncluttered and are not overused.
There is no animation to distract.
Text is highly legible and distinguishable to allow someone to read it.
Look is simple so as not to overload users’ thought processes.
Text is kept to a minimum.

The screen is clearly a Dashboard in its screen layout, so will suggest to users a central
location for managing their blogging.

•

Overall this means the Dashboard Homepage for signed-in users has good efficiency,
effectiveness and utility supported by the visual presentation.

•

The visual design of the Homepage is very muted (shades of grey) to focus the user on
the primary tasks, so will support the effectiveness and efficiency of the screen. There is a lot of
content, functionality and information, so the experience feels rich despite the flat colours.

•

Colour is used where it draws attention for action – blue is a link which can be clicked on/
actioned, and green/ amber/ red is used to highlight comments for managing comments.

•

Colour is provided through avatars from blog reader’s profiles.

Usability issues – areas for improvement
Efficiency

•

The effectiveness and efficiency of this homepage may be impacted by the fact a
Dashboard metaphor may be a confusing visual presentation to a new starter whose main goals
are just about publishing their photos, posts, content etc. The effectiveness of this visual
presentation will depend on the lifecycle of the user.

•

The ‘information overload’ and apparent complexity of this Dashboard may impact on
efficiency.

•
The use of icons in the navigation menu does not help all users it will only really help
advanced users who learn these and contract the menu bar.

Category B Match structure with user needs
B

Match structure with user needs

B1

Ensure decomposition of tasks evident in site structure

9

Grade
0 usability catastrophe
1 serious usability flaws
2 significant issues
3 minor concerns
4 generally usable

9

Overview of heuristic
a) Structure should match a well-defined task
specification
b) User tasks, after leaving the home page, natural /
intuitive
c) Natural hierarchical decomposition of all key user
tasks

5 exemplar for usability

Evidence and comment:
Usability successes
Effectiveness, utility and efficiency

•

The structure matches a well-defined task specification – meaning excellent effectiveness
and efficiency.

•
•

This is exemplary in Wordpress.com due to a fantastic navigation system.

User tasks, after leaving the home page are natural / intuitive meaning very good
effectiveness.

•
•

There is a natural hierarchical decomposition of all key user tasks.

The top-level navigation is about managing your blogging and blogs, so you can navigate
between different blogs and overall global settings, but also add a new post to a blog.

•
•

Underneath the main navigation users can view their blog as readers would see it

The main Dashboard navigation for that blog is provided on the left-hand-side, which is
consistent with other ‘portal’ designs and is proving best practice in usability. From here users
can achieve all their goals from checking on this blog’s performance, create links to the blog,
manage comments about the blog on the blog, express themselves by creating, writing,
managing, editing and deleting posts, changing the layout of the blog, manage blog settings and
profile and their personal account information, and adding features and tools to improve their
blog, managing the design look and feel of their blog, find tools to help increase readers/ views,
manage comments and feedback, permissions, formatting, additional features and functionality
to add to their blog to enhance it and encourage reader interaction, creating feeds and links,
and to understand what stats/ readership they have had on their blog. This supports the
effectiveness.

•

The secondary hierarchy are sub-tasks within these. This becomes apparent when you
select one of the main navigation objects and it expands the navigation to show the sub-tasks:

•

Therefore there is a clear natural hierarchical decomposition of all key user tasks with the
navigation and page structures.

•

Learnability, efficiency and memorability will be good as representations of information
are perceptible and recognisable, text is legible and distinguishable to allow someone to read it,
structure and layout are very simple so as not to overload users’ memories with complicated
procedures to do tasks, there is very little cognitive effort required by users and the interface
relies on recognition rather than recall with menus and consistently placed objects. Text is kept
to a minimum, functions are simple and memorable to support rapid decision-making.

•

Safety will be good as the user can partially retrace their steps easily back through the
structure and there is overall excellent consistency so users will know where they are.

Usability issues – areas for improvement

•
•
•

The inline nested menus can be confusing as options are not immediately visible to users
and then when selected the menu ‘jumps’.
The use of colour is almost too subtle, so the user may find it hard to distinguish between
options and what they have selected.
The utility of this navigation can feel a bit ‘jumpy’ and surprising, as when you select an
option e.g. POSTS, it goes to the top, and then the Dashboard bit comes back to the top and
pushes the rest down, so it is possible to accidentally click on the wrong menu option
because of this jumping. This affects the safety, utility and efficiency of this navigation bar.

B

Match structure with user needs

B2

Design a simple state space

Areas for Improvement
9

9

Grade

Overview of heuristic

0 usability catastrophe

a) Fewer user actions per task the better.

1 serious usability flaws

b) Breadth rather than depth in menu/page hierarchy

2 significant issues

c) Manage long pages effectively – not too long – use of
hypertext navigation - structuring

3 minor concerns
4 generally usable
5

exemplar for
usability

Evidence and comment:
Usability successes
Efficiency

•

The user does not have to take many actions to complete a task from the homepage,
especially for key main tasks, such as post a new post – they can write a post in the main
dashboard screen.

•
•
•

Pages are managed quite effectively although do require some scrolling.
There is a lot of use of hypertext navigation to aid structuring

Text is legible and distinguishable to allow someone to read it, look is simple so as not to
overload users’ thought processes.

•

Information and functionality being pushed and integrated into the Dashboard make it
efficient and effective at supporting key tasks, the most important task being writing a new post.
This does not aesthetically create a simple state space, but it will reduce the cognitive load in
the user’s mind and make it feel simple. There are very few steps for example in this, the utility
is extremely effective. All the user has to do is type their post text into the QuickPress box in the
Dashboard, click on the image, video or media icon to upload an image, file or video, write your
title and any keywords and press publish.

•

The navigation menu down the left-hand-side gives very fast, efficient access to other
primary tasks. Again this may make the screen look more cluttered and not appear to be simple,
but it will reduce the cognitive load in the users’ minds by giving them the right information and
functionality (utility) at the right time to enable them to achieve main tasks and goals. For
example, create a static page from the Dashboard, click ‘Pages’, Select ‘Add New’, fill in the title
and contents, Select the parent item (if other than root), Click ‘Publish.’
All of this increases the efficiency of the site, making it very efficient to use.

Usability issues – areas for improvement

•

The beginner user may be given too many options from the homepage and not be able to
distinguish between main tasks and everything else.

•

Wordpress.com appears to be quite complex. If users have some experience of blogging
they will be clearer about their goals and what they need to do, and will find everything here
they need. Beginner users however who have never blogged before may find the Dashboard
does not give them enough step-by-step guidance or help to get them started.

•

Learnability - The Wordpress.com interface will be harder to learn than others because
there are so many options in the Dashboard: “even an expert user may be quite novice with
respect to many parts of the system” (Jakob Nielsen). WordPress.com may be daunting and
frustrating for beginner users or those who use the interface infrequently. It depends on the
lifecycle of the user.

Category C

C

Provide usable e-functions

C1

Visible System Status

9

Grade
0 usability catastrophe

a) Is it clear to the user what is going on?

1 serious usability flaws

b) Is appropriate feedback provided in reasonable
time?

2 significant issues
3 minor concerns
4 generally usable
9

Overview of heuristic

c)

Form design – is data required clear to user?

d)

Are actions performed consistently?

5 exemplar for usability

Evidence and comment:
Usability successes
Safety – this contributes to good Safety of Wordpress.com and users feeling confident and in
control of their blogging activity:
•

•

Auto-save – the utility when writing a post is very clear on auto-save, it clearly states
‘saving to draft’ and the time saved, and this is visible on the screen high above the
page fold. Saving draft message comes up and is visible and lasts on the screen long
enough for the user to see.
The status message under Publish shows this is draft. The user can change this to
‘pending review’.

•

When publishing a post there is feedback telling the current status of posting – a
yellow bar comes up on the screen to say ‘post published’ and the status changes to
‘published’:

•
made:

The same happens when a user edits a post to confirm the changes have been

•
•

It is clear to the user what is going on at all stages.

Appropriate feedback is always given at all stages as soon as the user completes
something.

•

It is very clear which form fields are active by the use of grey outline around boxes
and boxes where text input fields are white, and the helpful text saying ‘enter title here’
where the user would type. The affordability of this is very high and consistent with users’
expectations:

•

The Posts page shows which posts are draft, published, and when:

•

•

Existing posts clearly show when they were last edited:

In Google Chrome this is improved by a coloured highlight around input fields of
some active fields although this is not consistent throughout the site and could be improved:

• In Safari this is also improved by highlighting of the input field around the active field:

•

The data required is always clear, with in-box prompts for essential items like ‘title
here’ in a post.

•

Actions are performed consistently

•
The use of the large blue action button for publish, red underlined for delete, and the
two secondary action buttons in black and grey, with the most important having bold text,
make a clear task hierarchy:

•
•
•

Representations of information are perceptible and recognisable.
The text is always legible and distinguishable to allow someone to read it.

Structure and layout is quite simple so as not to overload users’ memories with
complicated procedures to do tasks. This is aided by the modular design, ‘portlets’ which
can be expanded/ contracted to users’ preferences.

•

The interface relies on recognition rather than recall with menus and consistently
placed objects.

•
•
•

Text is kept to a minimum
Functions are simple and memorable to support rapid decision-making

All of the functions the user needs to do the task are all on one screen, they do not
have to go through different screens, and they can create, edit and publish a post all in one
screen.
Usability issues – areas for improvement

•

The user is shown where they are in the structure by the very small indentation and
subtle grey highlighting of the menu choice:

This may be too subtle for some users to see, and it could be too confusing for users to know
where they are in the application. Because of the number of menu choices and because the
navigation menu works as inline nested options, the visibility of where the user is in this and
what they have selected needs to be clearer and this could be better.

•

When posting a new post or editing a post there is no clear confirmation screen ‘in
your face’, the pale yellow bar at the top comes on the screen to feedback confirmation to
the user, but this is very subtle and could be easily missed as the users’ eye will be focused

on the ‘publish’ button which has a ‘flashing donut’ appear when a post is publishing, so
they might not see the yellow message appear.

C

Provide usable e-functions

C2

Does it give the user control and freedom?

9

Grade

9

Overview of heuristic

0 usability catastrophe

e) Is it easy to make serious errors?

1 serious usability flaws

f)

2 significant issues

g) Can the users escape from places they don’t’
expectant to find themselves?

3 minor concerns

Collect the minimum amount of data

4 generally usable
5 exemplar for usability
Evidence and comment:
Usability successes
Safety and learnability – the following will contribute to very successful Safety in the
Wordpress.com interface and make the blogging tool easy and quick to learn how to use:
•

Administration control - The user can configure the Dashboard by showing/hiding,
opening/closing, and moving modules.

•

Some flexibility and control over the appearance of the blog:
o

93 themes which are regularly updated which you can modify and edit the CSS.
These themes have a major impact on usability and user experience of the blogs
users create.

o

Overall the choice of 93 themes will make beginner bloggers and non-technical
bloggers feel they can have a well-presented blog with a look and feel they like
which will help them to feel in control of their blogging. This is a massive choice
of themes for bloggers to have enough scope to find one which they feel will best
express themselves.

o

You can search themes by features depending on what is most important to you:


Theme filters: Colours, Columns, Left Sidebar or Right Sidebar Width,
Fixed Width or Flexible Width posts, Features: Blavatar, Custom
Background, Custom Colours, Custom Header, Front Page Posting,

Microformats, Sticky Post, Translation Ready, RTL Language Support.

o

Add any of 31 ‘widgets’ which are modules of additional functionality to blogs
which are what Wordpress.com offer instead of Plugins:


o

Edit the CSS of a blog theme template:

o

Change the header of the blog from changing the image

o

Change ‘extras’ –

o

Bring ‘typekit’ fonts in:

o

WYSIWYG –The editing tool’s “Preview” offers true WYSIWYG (“what you see is
what you get”). It fully renders a post with the formatting it would have on the
actual blog. Preview:

.
• However the issues outlined will make more advanced bloggers or more technically able
blogger feel out of control of their blog design due to the restrictions Wordpress.com
puts on them.
•

•

Good flexibility and control over blog information architecture:
o

Categories – topics to navigate to posts – this is excellent.

o

Search – users can add this to their blog to search posts.

o

Tags – users can add these to posts to link posts together and to other blogs on
wordpress.com

o

Archives – can add as a section to navigate to posts

o

Links – very easy to add and manage links and categorise links

o

Recent Posts – can be included as a section

o

Pages - Users can add pages to their blog.

o

Widgets – which help users to manage their blog content e.g. tag cloud

Good publishing flexibility and control:
o

You get a URL like “tvustudent.wordpress.com” or you can map a domain so
your blog is available at “example.com” without the “.wordpress.com” portion.

o

The Wordpress.com interface for posting to the blog gives the user a high degree
of control and freedom.

o

During the composing phase the user can choose between writing in a format
that is similar to a word document and writing the blog in “Edit HTML” mode if
they are use to such control.

o

Users can change the HTML code to customize your blog.

o

Posting is straightforward enough for beginners.

o

Experienced users can manipulate the template’s HTML code to personalize

their blog if they want.

•

o

It is easy to insert images, video, and other media into posts.

o

Users can change image size and import any size you want. You can insert
images into a blog as a thumbnail, medium, large or full-size, and then re-size
the image in the blog.

o

Users can import images from a URL or from a file.

o

The text box is easy to use and has an HTML mode;

o

Preview

o

Spell check.

o

You can insert images, videos and documents/ media as well as links.

o

Users also have the ability to select how many posts are viewed on the edit posts
page, or posts that are dated in the future.

o

It permits the user to manually set the time and date, even into the future.

o

It is not easy to make any serious errors.

o

When writing new posts the auto-save function prevents the biggest issue/ fear of
an author losing work they have written in a post.

o

Users can control comments, links, and interactions happening within their blog.

o

Users can control permissions of who can contribute to their blog and to what
extent.

Control completing forms with information
o

It is very easy to provide the minimum amount of data, although this could be
improved with a ‘status or progress’ as indicated earlier on what else they could
add/ do/ update.

o

Users can’t really make any serious errors in this.

o

•

Control with navigation
o

•
•
•

Data input asks for as little input by users in balance of the benefit they get from
achieving their goal, and where users are required to provide additional
information this is in the secondary level of navigation/ information hierarchy.

Users can escape from places they don’t’ expect to find themselves by using the
navigation menu.

There is a great deal of consistency which will contribute to users feeling in control.
Users will feel in control of this rather than it controlling them.

The clear visibility of system status and navigation will contribute to the user feeling in
control.

•

Is it hard for users to get lost using this.

Usability issues

•

Administration:

•
•

•
o

The dashboard drag and drop utility is not very visible, this only becomes clear when the
cursor changes to a ‘drag’ icon, this could be improved by having clear undock icon in the
top right corner of each box to show they can be moved around.
The dashboard open/ close modules utility is not very visible or clear. The user has to
select ‘screen options’ where they can select modules to include or exclude.

Very little flexibility compared to other blogging tools over the appearance of your
blog. You do have 93 templates (‘themes’) to choose from, which is a lot more than
other blogging platforms, but:
You can not change the font size in your posts in the visual editor – you can only do this if
you know HTML. This is an issue for a number of reasons, but especially if users wanted
to create sub-headings without having to change the font colour or ‘bold’.

o

You cannot run a custom CSS design theme.

o

You can not access opensource blogs, import blog templates, you can only use the pre–
built templates/ themes.

o

The user can not change the page layout beyond the themes.

o

You can’t change PHP code behind your blog.

o

You can not upload PHP themes or plugins.

o

You can’t upload plugins to add features and functionality to your blog; you have to go
with the widgets which Wordpress.com supply.

o

You do not control the software or the database;

o

Compared to premium or wordpress.org this offers very little scope for customisation and
very little expandability, there are hundreds/ thousands of Wordpress.com themes
available but you can’t install themes on wordpress.com so you can’t use any of them.

o

FTP and shell access are not included.

o

Users can’t change the design/ look and feel of individual posts – every post will look the
same.

o

Users can’t change background colours, change borders etc beyond the themes.

o

The choice of 93 themes will be sufficient for blogging beginners. However for bloggers
who then evolve and want more flexibility and control over the design of their blog this
may become inadequate over time, and frustrating because other similar blogging
platforms such as Blogger do offer the above, although Wordpress.com claim they don’t
for ‘security reasons’. You can upgrade to VIP Wordpress.com to get more flexibility/
control over the appearance, or you can transfer your blog to Wordpress.org which is the
desktop application software version you have to download and host your blog yourself,
which is for more advanced bloggers than wordpress.com.

•

Publishing – issues with utility with formatting and editing in the Visual Editor
o

There are issues with the utility of formatting in a post when adding multiple images to a
post. the images can align in the post one way and then when you preview/ publish they
look different. If you edit/ move images around within text the whole layout of the post can
go awry too easily. If you add multiple thumbnails and edit text around them the whole
layout of the blog can go awry with the background colour flooding all the posts. It is too
easy to do this and for the user to feel out of control. Users may feel afraid of adding
images to posts and doing what they want in case they then have to spend time
correcting these errors, without the reason for the errors being clear. It is something to do
with the HTML in the background, and when users format text in the visual display it can
affect the code, causing these issues.

o

When you are editing and skip to next paragraph in editing box, the final result shows
unwanted blanks between paragraphs. This gets compounded by multiple edits.

o

“It's *very* difficult to control the exact number of line breaks that go between your
paragraphs. And if there are pictures in your post, pfft, forget about trying to make
everything neat and clean.” Wordpress.com user on support site.

o

This is due to the CSS code in the theme and TinyMCE and photomatt.net/scripts/autop
– none of which will help users or aid usability, cause confusion and all impact on the
‘safety’ users feel, how confident they feel, when editing their posts using the Visual
Editor. For some end users this frustration is a reason for leaving Wordpress.com
and going to try other blogging platforms (online discussions).

o

Editing issues with word - Microsoft Word is a fine word processor for producing
documents to be shared or printed, with a wealth of print-based options for indexing, and
producing table of contents. As a web publishing tool it is a little less than ideal and
produces very messy HTML. The same applies when using OpenOffice, or other word
processors, looking at the HTML code you can see that it is full of additional tagging
information. Wordpress.com do help with this, but users would need to recognise the
icons in the editing panel as doing this, which may not be obvious to users who don’t

recognise these icons:

o

If you add bullets the alignment can shoot off to the left behind the viewing pane.

C

Provide usable e-functions

C3

Does it offer effective error management?

9

Grade

Overview of heuristic

0 usability catastrophe
1 serious usability flaws
2 significant issues
3 minor concerns

h) Error detection - suitable field lengths, additional
user-check after submission
i)

Error correction - error messages in plain language,
precisely indicate the problem, and constructively
suggest a solution

4 generally usable
9

5

exemplar for
usability

Evidence and comment
Usability successes
Error management in Wordpress.com is due to excellent usability principles being followed. It has
a high Tolerance of users’ errors – it is forgiving. There is a very high level of visibility of what
they have done and when there is an error that needs to be corrected. The good error feedback
provided supports this. The error management is consistent, so users learn it very quickly, so
they will quickly feel reassured and safe using Wordpress.com. The functionality within the
system has a very high level of affordance - for instance links are all very clear, buttons are all
very clear and all afford the actions the user would expect.

•

Wordpress.com generally gives the user a great deal of control so that content can be
edited, formatted and previewed without work getting lost.

•

Error management is a critical success factor with this tool due to it all being about
creating content to publish to the Internet so the whole application is a series of forms and
functionality for the user to create, edit, change, delete their own content. For them to feel this
process is safe, and they are control, is vital and error management is a key part of this.

•
•

Messages are visible.
This will contribute to the SAFETY of the tool.

Error prevention

•

Error prevention is also done through the user being able to preview all changes they
have made and content they have added.

•

Preview a blog post before it is published or preview a theme change before activating it:

•

To detect or prevent errors there is always an additional user-check after submission of
information so users can see what they have submitted and if necessary make changes to
correct what they have done – in Preview for example, or within the form they have completed.

•

It is clear when changes have been made with the consistent yellow bar across the top.
When the text in here is bold this is more visible and works better than when the text is not in

bold:

•

When the user tries to navigate away from the post entry page, the application warns the
user that work will be lost if the user proceeds to the destination. The message is
straightforward, is not unfriendly, and presents clear alternatives to the user. During the
composing of a new post, or making changes, if the user selects a different menu option they
are prompted to discard the post if they wish to continue:

Error detection

•
•
•

This is very clear.
Aided by suitable field lengths.

There is always an additional user-check after submission of information so users can
see what they have submitted and if necessary make changes to correct what they have done.

•

This is especially clear in form fields which support key tasks such as writing a post and
for changing the layout.

There are also error-detection functions in the utility of the site, such as Spell Check so users can
check for spelling errors before publishing posts.
•

Trash – error prevention so you don’t delete a post unless you really want to

This trash approach is excellent at preventing users from accidentally deleting a post they don’t
want to permanently delete and is consistent with how they would manage emails. They select
‘move to trash’ from the post writing screen, which takes them to their Posts screen and from
there they need to go to the Trash screen and select to permanently delete a post. It might be
more intuitive if it took users direct to the trash screen and would be more efficient as would mean
2 clicks to delete a post instead of 3, but the approach will mean posts don’t get accidentally
deleted, and the on-screen messages are good. The fact that MOVE TO TRASH and DELETE
PERMANENTLY are in red is also a good warning to users. Red is only ever used on
Wordpress.com for ‘warning’.

The user is taken to their Posts screen where there is an on-screen message says ‘Message
moved to Trash’, which you can undo at this screen:

From here you can go to Trash screen to decide to delete permanently or restore the post:

The consistent on-screen message comes up to say the post is permanently deleted:

Error correction

•
There is also very clear error correction - error messages are in plain language, precisely
indicate the problem, and constructively suggest a solution. It is very obvious if there has been
an error on a form from the flag across the top of the page and then if you scroll down another
message next to the field on the form where the error has occurred.
•

Spell check error correction is very intuitive – red underlined

.

Category D Make the site user-centred

D

Is the site user-centred?

D1

Take account of human limitations

9

9

Grade

Overview of heuristic

0 usability catastrophe

a) Design for recognition rather than recall – default values.

1 serious usability flaws

b) Design for short-term memory.

2 significant issues

c) Feedback within reasonable time.

3 minor concerns

d) Support for a strong sense of structure and place

4 generally usable
5 exemplar for usability

Evidence and comment:
Usability successes
The following will all contribute to a high level of efficiency and learnability as using
Wordpress.com will feel quick, easy and won’t require much cognitive effort by the user:

•

The design is for recognition rather than recall.
o The user does not have to remember any order of procedures to complete tasks such as
the posting of a post, having to recall understanding of the process - instead there is
recognition of the explicit order of procedures by the fact that all the functions and
information are displayed at once on the screen for the user to work through, there are
not any ‘wizards’ – making it about recognition rather than recall, which will reduce the
cognitive load on the user.
o Wordpress.com tends to consistently permit users to identify actions by recognition rather
than recall.
o The user’s primary task is writing posts – they can recognise this from the Dashboard
screen as it has the most links to this task and it is embedded in the right of the top half of
the screen.
o The interface relies on recognition rather than recall with menus and consistently placed
objects.
o The menus/ navigation system in Wordpress.com are a big reason why it takes account
of human limitations.
o The language, naming and labelling of menus, tabs, and links relevant to the user so that
they will recognise them during tasks.
o Representations of information are perceptible and recognisable.
o Text is legible and distinguishable to allow someone to read it.
o Very good memorability and learnability.
o It uses words for actions and commands, to remove one level of recognition (that
o would be needed if, for instance, icons were used for tabs and buttons instead of words
so that the user would have to learn and remember what each icon meant).
o Where users have been using the system for longer and have learned what icons mean
they can remove the ‘words’ in the menu if they want as they’ll recognise the icons.
o There is very little cognitive overload so the design is for short-term memory.
o Feedback happens very quickly – confirmation of actions such as posts submitted.
o The user gets feedback on the screen – yellow text box or red warning text box.
o Text is kept to a minimum.
o Functions simple and memorable to support rapid decision-making
o The structure is simple so as not to overload users’ memories with complicated
procedures to do tasks.
o The cognitive effort required by the user to complete tasks will be minimal.
o Minimal information keeps users focused on the core tasks.

o
o

o

•

•
•

The site is highly effective, efficient with excellent utility.
Metaphors - The Wordpress.com interface uses the overarching metaphor of the
Dashboard consistently throughout but beyond that does not rely on metaphors which the
user has to think about to work out. Most of the UI features fairly common software
interface form elements, which are not necessarily tied to metaphors paralleling the real,
physical world. This will reduce cognitive overload.
The interface uses icons in its navigation menu bar, Visual Editor and in its editing
toolbar, most of which are intuitive and reflect similar usage in other applications. This will
reduce cognitive overload.

Support for a strong sense of structure and place
o Navigation is exemplary in Wordpress.com with clear, horizontal, persistent and
consistent navigation across the top, with drop-down menus, and vertical left-hand
navigation which is always there.
o The structure is shallow so doesn’t make the user go too far into ‘dead-ends’ or ‘cul-desacs’ with minimal clicks, so they don’t have to remember where they’ve been.
o The user can always get back to where they need to be or where they were using the top
or left-hand navigation menus.
Lack of knowledge: Users are not expected to have any prior knowledge of web design,
publishing, or technical html or css to use this tool. It supports all users, beginner, nontechnical, advanced and technical. For users who want to use html they can do in the html
editor and there is scope to edit CSS style sheets.
The design encourages exploration through having multiple means of accessing pages, so is
easier to learn.
Usability issues
Minor concerns:

•

•

The user may have to think harder than is necessary to know where they are placed in the
structure of the site, in the menu options on the page they’re on, as the very small indented
arrow to say ‘you are here’ may not be visible enough to them and the grey subtle shading
may be too subtle:

Due to the lack of visibility in all of the menu options with the nested inline menu users may
have to think harder to select to ‘expand’ and get to the options they need as the visual
design may not suggest enough to them that they can ‘expand’ each option

•

•

The amount of content in the Dashboard could cognitively overload some users initially trying
to work out where to start and what to do. However within about half an hour of playing
around with this screen, which it supports and encourages with a high level of safety, users
will learn quickly and initial impressions of it being complex and overwhelming will be
replaced by appreciation of the benefits.
The icons in the menu system may not mean much to users:

•

•

•

Some of the icons in the Editors may not be intuitive to users:

The far-right icon in particular has a hover-over tool tip called Kitchen Sink which doesn’t
mean ‘show/hide extra toolbar’ which is what it means, the user may not recognise this and
may not find the ability to see the extra options:

The use of ‘now you see it now you don’t’ functionality may be hard for users to learn and
remember exists, hindering learnability and memorability:

D

Is the site user-centred?

D2

Does it match language with target client group needs?

9

Grade

9

Overview of heuristic

0 usability catastrophe

a) Speak the users' language

1 serious usability flaws

b) Avoid information that is irrelevant or rarely needed

2 significant issues

c) Text should be concise - ‘say more with less’.

3 minor concerns

e) Effective headings / sections text structure

4 generally usable

f) Lists should be presented as vertical columns

5 exemplar for usability

g) Fonts and font sizes

Evidence and comment:
Usability successes
Effectiveness and utility – Wordpress.com is highly effective as a blogging tool matching
language with the target users’ needs:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The site speaks the users' language
The site avoids information that is irrelevant or rarely needed
Text is concise - ‘says more with less’.
There are very effective headings / sections text structure with labels that would make
sense to users.
Fonts are highly legible and large sizes
The site speaks users’ language
Text is legible and distinguishable to allow someone to read it
Sections are structured logically based on users’ goals
The interface relies on recognition rather than recall with menus and consistently placed
objects
The cognitive effort required by the user to complete tasks will be low.

Usability issues: Areas for improvement
There are very few minor issues which may only impact on Beginner bloggers; overall the match
of language in Wordpress.com to the users’ needs is exemplary.
•

Draft and Pending Review – users may not understand the difference.

•

•
•
•

On the “Dashboard” page, there is an area called QuickPress. This wording depends on the
user understanding this is the same as create a new post. This will be absolutely fine for most
users but for beginners may cause some confusion.

‘Dashboard’ may not fit with beginner blogger users’ language as = homepage but is
something after first use they would learn.
‘Theme’ would require users to understand this is the design template for their blog. Any
confusion is quickly averted though by the fact this is in the ‘Appearance’ section of the
navigation structure and the page is displayed with thumbnails of different designs.
‘Move to Trash’ may be confusing for some users who are expecting just to see ‘Delete’.

Category E

E

Enable easy navigation

E1

Does it make navigation efficient and effective?

9

9

Grade

Overview of heuristic

0 usability catastrophe

a) Navigation should be both effective and efficient.

1 serious usability flaws

b) Textual context informative – graphic links usable

2 significant issues

c) Persistent link to home page and key pages

3 minor concerns

d) Number and positioning of links on page

4 generally usable

e) Consistency - links and page titles

5 exemplar for usability

f) Page length is an associated issue here

Evidence and comment:
Utility, effectiveness and efficiency – the utility of the navigation of Wordpress.com is exemplary,
persistent and consistent throughout.
Usability successes

•
The main navigation is visible from the Dashboard homepage and sight of it will
encourage learnability and exploration and will support safety, efficiency and effectiveness. This
navigation is excellent.

•

Users hover-over to know which option in the menu bar is active as the text turns orange
as their cursor goes over it and shows this is active to click on, the affordance/ feedback here is
extremely high:

•

The core tasks they want to do blogging in a main persistent navigation from the
Dashboard will encourage exploration, learnability.

•
The top-level navigation is about managing your blogging and blogs, so you can navigate
between different blogs and overall global settings, but also add a new post to a blog.

•
•

Underneath the main navigation users can view their blog as readers would see it

The main Dashboard navigation for that blog is provided on the left-hand-side, which is
consistent with other ‘portal’ designs and is proving best practice in usability. From here users
can achieve all their goals from checking on this blog’s performance, create links to the blog,
manage comments about the blog on the blog, express themselves by creating, writing,

managing, editing and deleting posts, changing the layout of the blog, manage blog settings and
profile and their personal account information, and adding features and tools to improve their
blog, managing the design look and feel of their blog, find tools to help increase readers/ views,
manage comments and feedback, permissions, formatting, additional features and functionality
to add to their blog to enhance it and encourage reader interaction, creating feeds and links,
and to understand what stats/ readership they have had on their blog. This supports the
effectiveness.

•

The secondary hierarchy are sub-tasks within these. This becomes apparent when you
select one of the main navigation objects and it expands the navigation to show the sub-tasks:

•

Therefore there is a clear natural hierarchical decomposition of all key user tasks with the
navigation and page structures.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Two main navigation menus which are persistent throughout all screens/ tasks.
Navigation is persistent from the Dashboard homepage.
Navigation is efficient and effective from the dashboard.
The main links in the dashboard do provide users navigation to core primary tasks.
The navigation is shallow and supports minimal clicks.
The tertiary level of navigation for each section is also efficient.
The use of wording in the navigation is also efficient and effective.

For users who are regular users and want more screen-space for other tasks, and have
learned what the icons mean, they can contract the width of the left-hand navigation to free up

more screen space for core tasks:

•
•
•
•
•

Textual context is informative
Graphic links are usable
Hover-over tool-tips explain menu options.
There is a persistent link to home page (Dashboard) and key pages on every page.

If users don’t use the main navigation menus they also have alternative embedded links
and other options in the Dashboard to enter tasks.

•
•
•

There is a good level of consistency - links and page titles
Can users very easily find ways to access the information they are looking for.

Links and buttons have a high level of affordance, they are clearly perceptible and
recognisable as clickable.

•
•

Text is very legible and distinguishable to allow someone to read it

The structure of the navigation is simple, focuses users on core primary tasks and so will
not to overload users’ memories with complicated procedures to do tasks.

•

The interface relies on recognition rather than recall with menus and consistently placed

links.

•
•

Text is kept to a minimum.

Overall the cognitive effort required by the user to complete tasks will be reduced a great
deal by the menu and navigation system in Wordpress.com.
Usability issues - Areas for improvement

•
•

The inline nested menus can be confusing as options are not immediately visible to users
and then when selected the menu ‘jumps’.
The user may have to think harder than is necessary to know where they are placed in the
structure of the site, in the menu options on the page they’re on, as the very small indented
arrow to say ‘you are here’ may not be visible enough to them and the grey subtle shading
may be too subtle:

•
•

The use of colour is almost too subtle, so the user may find it hard to distinguish between
options and what they have selected.
The utility of this navigation can feel a bit ‘jumpy’ and surprising, as when you select an
option e.g. POSTS, it goes to the top, and then the Dashboard bit comes back to the top and
pushes the rest down, so it is possible to accidentally click on the wrong menu option
because of this jumping. This affects the safety, utility and efficiency of this navigation bar.

Category F Support the user

F

Support the user

F1

Does it Facilitate learning?

Tick

Grade
0 usability catastrophe

a)

Internet platform conventions

1 serious usability flaws

b)

Internal consistency – including visual identity, use of text

c)

Support user control and freedom.

d)

Support undo and redo

2 significant issues
3 minor concerns
4 generally usable
9

Overview of heuristic

5 exemplar for usability

Evidence and comment:
Usability successes
Wordpress.com is exemplary for learnability, which will make it a very easy to use tool for all
users and users will find they are blogging and using the full scope of Wordpress.com
functionality very quickly.
The following support Usability Goals of Learnability and memorability in Wordpress.com:

•

A great deal of multiple linking, encouraging exploration and self-discovery.

•

Excellent navigation, encouraging exploration and self-discovery.

•

There is a very high level of Tolerance in Wordpress.com giving users control.

•
•
•
•

There is also a very good level of consistency with buttons, text etc, so users learn quickly
and remember how to do something.
There is also a very high level of affordance – objects you expect to be able to click are
clickable for example.
Makes uses of standard Internet platform conventions.
Same user experience across Safari, Firefox, Internet Explorer and Google Chrome with
some slight enhancements around active fields on the Chrome and Safari.

•

Very good Internal consistency – including visual identity, use of text

•

Supports user control and freedom – as described in previous section.

•

Supports preview, undo, redo, edit, delete.

•

Supports create new.

•

Supports draft vs. publish and version control.

•

Very easy to learn how to use, not much that’s going to hinder learning.

•

Representations of information perceptible and recognisable so will be easier to learn.

•

Text is legible and distinguishable to allow someone to read it so will be easier to learn.

•
•
•
•

The structure and layout are simple so as not to overload users’ memories with complicated
procedures to do tasks, so will be easier to learn.
The interface relies on recognition rather than recall with menus and consistently placed
objects.
Text is kept to a minimum.
Functions are simple and memorable to support rapid decision-making which will also be
easier to learn.

Usability issues/ areas for improvement
•

For beginner bloggers the dashboard homepage may be confusing and overwhelming
with information overload.

•

It may not be clear enough to beginner bloggers and wordpress.com new starters where
to start on the Dashboard – there is quite a lot of online help on ‘getting started’ which
would suggest this is a main area where they get questions and feedback, so the
interface could work harder at signposting new starters who have just signed-up and are
looking at the Dashboard for the first time.

F

Support the user

F2

Provide quality help and documentation

9

Grade
0 usability catastrophe

a) Easy to search help system

1 serious usability flaws

b) focused on the user's tasks

2 significant issues

c) Provide some form of contextual help - links from the
main sections into specific help and vice versa.

3 minor concerns
9

Overview of heuristic

4 generally usable
5 exemplar for usability

Evidence and comment:
Usability successes
The following support Safety and Learnability usability goals in Wordpress.com:
•

Hover-over tool-tips provide some on-screen help although not in all places:

•

Help is provided through the Support link from the main menu top left:

•

Help in the Administration Screens in the upper right corner of the page, gives access to
support documentation without leaving your blog. Videos, screenshots, and walkthroughs are
included in the support documentation.

•

•

In the Dashboard help is to a point contextual, so provides you with relevant Help about the
Dashboard:

Help Forums on Wordpress.com Support.

Usability issues – areas for improvement
The following will negatively impact on safety and learnability usability goals in Wordpress.com:

•

•
•

Users have to search from a blank start, it does not recognise where help was launched from
in the Wordpress.com application.

Help is not contextualised - There is no built-ion help in the body of pages next to the
functions where users may just need help for that specific function/ item.
The visibility of help is quite poor – there is just a small tab link top right. Users may expect
this, but the lack of contextualised help reduces visibility and users’ ability to find and access
Help pages.

SECTION 3 – Individual usability issues

Please add below individual usability issues that are not already addressed in the
heuristics . Add extra rows to the table if necessary.

n/a
Issue
Other main users

Comment
n/a

3. Summary of Hueristic Evaluation
A

Provide an effective home page

A1

A1 Ensure intuitive access to main user tasks

Tick

9

Grade

Overview of heuristic

0 usability catastrophe

Home page should offer intuitive access to the key tasks.

1 serious usability flaws

Appropriate metaphor for navigation from the home page

2 significant issues

Clear cue-card or tab metaphor can prove to be usable

3 minor concerns

Image map acceptable? clickable regions clear

4 generally usable

e)Terminology relate to user tasks not marketing speak.

5 exemplar for usability
A

Provide an effective home page

A2

Ensure visual elements do not compromise usability

Tick

9

Grade

Overview of heuristic

0 usability catastrophe

Appropriate mix of visual attractors and distractors

1 serious usability flaws

Key user tasks are not compromised

2 significant issues

Visual presentation should focus on the message

3 minor concerns

Consider home page composition - crucial areas

4 generally usable

Images / graphic simple, uncluttered not overused

5 exemplar for usability

f) Use of animation – distracting?

B

Match structure with user needs

B1

Ensure decomposition of tasks evident in site structure

Tick

Grade

Overview of heuristic

0 usability catastrophe

Structure should match a well-defined task specification

1 serious usability flaws

User tasks, after leaving the home page, natural / intuitive

2 significant issues

c) Natural hierarchical decomposition of all key user tasks

3 minor concerns
4 generally usable

9

5 exemplar for usability
B

Match structure with user needs

B2

Design a simple state space

Tick

9

Grade

Overview of heuristic

0 usability catastrophe

Fewer user actions per task the better.

1 serious usability flaws

Breadth rather than depth in menu/page hierarchy

2 significant issues

c) Manage long pages effectively – not too long – use of hypertext navigation
- structuring

3 minor concerns
4 generally usable
5 exemplar for usability
C

Provide usable e-functions

C1
Tick

Visible System Status
Grade

Overview of heuristic

0 usability catastrophe

Is it clear to the user what is going on?

1 serious usability flaws

Is appropriate feedback provided in reasonable time?

2 significant issues

Form design – is data required clear to user?

3 minor concerns

d) Are actions performed consistently?

4 generally usable

9

5 exemplar for usability
C

Provide usable e-functions

C2

Does it give the user control and freedom?

Tick

9

Grade

Overview of heuristic

0 usability catastrophe

Is it easy to make serious errors?

1 serious usability flaws

b) Collect the minimum amount of data

2 significant issues

c) Can the users escape from places they don’t’ expectant to find
themselves?

3 minor concerns
4 generally usable
5 exemplar for usability
C

Provide usable e-functions

C3

Does it offer effective error management?

Tick

Grade

Overview of heuristic

0 usability catastrophe

Error detection - suitable field lengths, additional user-check after submission

1 serious usability flaws

b) Error correction - error messages in plain language, precisely indicate the
problem, and constructively suggest a solution

2 significant issues
3 minor concerns
4 generally usable

9

5 exemplar for usability
D

Is the site user-centred?

D1

Take account of human limitations

Tick

Grade

Overview of heuristic

0 usability catastrophe

a) Design for recognition rather than recall – default values.

1 serious usability flaws

b) Design for short-term memory.

2 significant issues

c) Feedback within reasonable time.

3 minor concerns

d) Support for a strong sense of structure and place

4 generally usable

9

9

5 exemplar for usability

D

Is the site user-centred?

D2

Does it match language with target client group needs?
Grade

Overview of heuristic

0 usability catastrophe

a) Speak the users' language

1 serious usability flaws

b) Avoid information that is irrelevant or rarely needed

2 significant issues

c) Text should be concise - ‘say more with less’.

9

3 minor concerns

e) Effective headings / sections text structure

4 generally usable

f) Lists should be presented as vertical columns

5 exemplar for usability

g) Fonts and font sizes

E

Enable easy navigation

E1

Does it make navigation efficient and effective?

Tick

9

Grade

Overview of heuristic

0 usability catastrophe

a) Navigation should be both effective and efficient.

1 serious usability flaws

b) Textual context informative – graphic links usable

2 significant issues

c) Persistent link to home page and key pages

3 minor concerns

d) Number and positioning of links on page

4 generally usable

e) Consistency - links and page titles

5 exemplar for usability

f) Page length is an associated issue here

F

Support the user

F1

Does it Facilitate learning?

Tick

Grade

Overview of heuristic

0 usability catastrophe

Internet platform conventions

1 serious usability flaws

Internal consistency – including visual identity, use of text

2 significant issues

Support user control and freedom.

3 minor concerns

d) Support undo and redo

4 generally usable

9

5 exemplar for usability
F

Support the user

F2

Provide quality help and documentation

Tick

Grade
0 usability catastrophe

Easy to search help system

1 serious usability flaws

focused on the user's tasks

2 significant issues

c) Provide some form of contextual help - links from the main sections into
specific help and vice versa.

3 minor concerns

9

Overview of heuristic

4 generally usable
5 exemplar for usability

4. Conclusions of Hueristic Evaluation
Wordpress.com is very usable and useful to users with very good usability.

•

4.4 average.

•

6 out of 12 (50%) of the key factors evaluated in the Wordpress.com interface had exemplary usability:

•
•
•

•

•

a)

Intuitive access to main user tasks;

b)

Decomposition of tasks evident in site structure;

c)

effective error management;

d)

matches language with target client group needs;

e)

efficient and effective navigation.

f)

Facilitates learning

The most successful aspect of Wordpress.com is the navigation. This underpins successfully meeting a
lot of usability goals in Wordpress.com.
Wordpress.com successfully meets usability goals of being effective, efficient, safe to use, easy to
learn, easy to remember how to use and with excellent utility. Users will be able to achieve their main
tasks and goals blogging with Wordpress.com.
Another very successful aspect of the Wordpress.com interface is how well it meets user experience
goals. The overall user experience is very rich and positive with a lot of information, features and
functionality which will enrich the user’s blogging experience and make them feel positive, that
wordpress.com is: Enjoyable: pleasurable, entertaining, fun, emotionally fulfilling, satisfying, rewarding,
desirable, Motivating: engaging, exciting, aesthetically pleasing, useful, valuable, Helpful: supports
creativity, enhances sociability. It works a lot harder to be more than just efficient, effective and useful,
the rich user experience will make the tool much more engaging and will create a lot more user
advocates who are prepared to recommend wordpress.com
One area which has a quite serious concern around how much control and flexibility users have –
especially with the appearance of their blog. This will impact on the primary motivation for Hobbyist
Bloggers which is personal self-expression. If self-expression was less critical to the intended user group
this would be less of an issue, but because it is so fundamental to meeting the primary needs of why
users blog in the first place, this will demotivate and frustrate users to the point of stopping using the
tool. Wordpress.com is a free online hosted service so in the Wordpress.com product offering it is not
their premium ‘VIP’ version, or .org version, which cater for more advanced users. However despite
offering 93 ‘themes’ or templates to choose from, which is excellent, it is more limiting than other free
online hosted blogging tools such as Blogger.com, as it does not enable customisation of those
themes, users can’t upload templates or their own CSS, and users can’t change the page layouts or
font sizes easily. Users would have to upgrade to VIP Wordpress.com or switch to Wordpress.org.
Automattic, the company behind Wordpress.com, may believe that they’d be giving the crown jewels
away by providing further flexibility to users to modify the appearance of their blogs, which is a key
reason for upgrading, but I would suggest this is also a key reason for users either not choosing
wordpress.com or switching from it to another provider.
Another area of some concern was the simple state space due to the apparent complexity of the
dashboard which will impact most on users’ first impression when they start using the tool, this will
impact on the learnability and create an early barrier to use. If users get beyond this and persevere for
no more than about 1 hour, this issue will become a non-issue due to the high levels of learnability and
memorability within the tool’s interface. Due to the high levels of safety users will feel confident to
explore and try things out, which is why this is only a minor concern and not a major issue.

The usability issues highlighted within this evaluation indicate how this could be improved and point
towards recommendations for further redesign. Improvements would improve the effectiveness, efficiency,
safety and learnability of the application. Improving these would improve overall usage and ability to
retain users.
Kathy Cook
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